Caster Brakes
Brakes for Medium and Heavy Duty Casters (continued)

**FBE Face Brake**
Available on 12, 16, 18, 60, 61, 62, 71, 110 and 170 Series.
Works on 6" and 8" rigid casters.

- Part # Dia.
  - FB160400  4" 
  - FB160500  5" 
  - FB160600  6" 
  - FB160800  8"

**FBF Stainless Steel Face Brake**
Available on E5 Series.
Works on swivel and rigid casters.

- Part # Dia.
  - WKE50400  4" 
  - WKE50500  5" 
  - WKE50600  6" 
  - WKE50800  8"

**FBG Stainless Steel Face Brake**
Available on E5, and 120 Series stainless steel.
Works on 6" and 8" rigid casters.

- Part # Dia.
  - WK1200400  4" 
  - WK1200500  5" 
  - WK1200600  6" 
  - WK1200800  8"

**Cam Brake**
Available on 12, 16, 18, 60, 61, 62, 71, 72, 110 and 170 Series.
Works on swivel or rigid casters.

- Part #
  - WK405101 Long pedal
  - WK405104 Short pedal

**CB Stainless Steel Cam Brake**
Available on E5 and 05 Series.
Works only on swivel casters.
Can be used with roller, Delrin, and Oilex bearings. May appear different on other series. Please note: Not all brake / bearing combinations will work – please consult factory.

- Part #
  - WK405200 Short pedal
  - WK405201 Long pedal

**Total Lock Brake**
Available on 16 Series.
6" rig requires 7-1/2" HS60 option.

- Part # Dia.
  - TL160400  4" 
  - TL160500  5" 
  - TL160600  6" 
  - TL160800  8"

**Grip Lock Brake**
Available on 16 Series.
Does not work with swivel lock.

- Part # Dia.
  - GL160400  4" 
  - GL160500  5" 
  - GL160600  6" 
  - GL160800  8"

**Integrated Poly Lock Brake**
Available on 90, 110, 310, 410, 600, 610 and 700 Series.
New laser cut design. Large poly brake pedal engages metal plate against wheel tread for positive braking. Brake can mount trailing or leading position (leading shown).

- Part #
  - WK405101 Long pedal

**Poly Cam Brake**
Available on all swivel and rigid casters, except stainless steel and spring loaded.
Add P to end of the part number for factory orders.

- Part #
  - WK405200 Short pedal
  - WK405201 Long pedal

**Single Side Brake**
Available on all swivel and rigid casters, except stainless.
Right hand installation standard, left hand option available. Add SSB to end of part number for factory orders.

- Part #
  - WK405200 Short pedal
  - WK405201 Long pedal

**Double Side Brake**
Available on all swivel and rigid casters, except stainless. Same as Single Side Brake, except brake on both sides. Add DSS to end of part number for factory orders.

- Part #
  - WK405101 Long pedal

**Face Contact Brake**
Available on all swivel and rigid casters, except stainless and spring loaded.
Turn lever to apply shoe against wheel tread for positive locking action. Add F to end of part number for factory orders.